Our innovative and growing company is searching for experienced candidates for the position of engineering director. To join our growing team, please review the list of responsibilities and qualifications.

Responsibilities for engineering director

- You have demonstrated the ability to work effectively within a team and cross-functionally
- Manage and expand a small, close-knit team of engineers
- Work with the PMO team to schedule and plan work for the Systems Integration team
- Work with the development team to decide future API and architecture direction
- Make decisions around how we design, build and launch future platforms and subsequent initiatives
- Work with the Data Architect to define how we connect key business systems to our data warehouse
- Understand our Information System needs across all lines of business
- Work with our InfoSec and Dev Ops teams to make sure that all systems are as secure as possible
- Own the technical design and development of cross-functional, multi-platform applications
- Manage a team of engineers working on these systems

Qualifications for engineering director

- 10+ years of experience in the creation and delivery of state-of-the-art, performance-minded console games
- Monitors overall work processes and standard procedures to ensure
- You have built products front-to-back and can have an opinion on the numerous frontend & backend frameworks, programming languages, and technology stacks created in the last 5+ years
- You love cloud infrastructure and have a deep understanding of AWS services
- You prefer having your ideas challenged as opposed to everyone simply following your lead
- You enjoy the thrill of hiring new people and you are able to recruit qualified engineers